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the nuclear envelope is a physical barrier, permeability	

barrier and organizational scaffold  	
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the mitotic apparatus !
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the mitotic nucleus: open vs  closed mitosis !
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the mitotic nucleus: not just open or  closed !
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work in progress:	

phylogenetic tree of open and closed mitosis  	
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challenges to constructing a	

phylogenetic tree of open and closed mitosis  	


• increase diversity of organisms with well characterized phenotypes 
• increase diversity of organisms with sequenced genomes 
• map genotype and phenotype onto phylogenetic tree 



-interphase nucleus 
 physical barrier between the nucleus and the cytoplasm 
 permeability barrier between the nucleoplasm and the cytoplasm 
 organizational scaffold for the nucleus 

-mitotic nucleus 
 why are mitotic nuclei so diverse in structure and function? 
 what are the physiologically relevant characteristics  
  that distinguish them? 
 how did this diversity evolve? 
 why are these characteristics retained in present-day organisms? 

what are the basic organizational principles of the 
eukaryotic nucleus in interphase and mitosis? !
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